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From the Director

Dear Friends,

One of the purposes of Exploring magazine is to extend the Exploratorium beyond the physical
walls of the museum. For more than twenty years, we have shared our vision of hands-on science
with people around the world through the printed word-in this magazine and in books for the
general reader, for the educator, and for the museum professional. I am extremely proud of our
publications program and the impact that it has had in bringing our message to the public.

In 1976, we published the first volume of the Exploratorium Cookbook series, a step-by-step
guide to building some of our exhibits. The Cookbooks were followed by the Exploratorium
Snackbook, a guide for building classroom versions of exhibits. For many years, these books have
been available through our mail-order department and through our retail store.

In the late 1980s, we realized that the best way to reach the greatest number of people with our
books was to work with outside publishers. The first such venture was with Klutz Press. Together we
produced Explorabook, which has sold nearly 1 million copies since it came out in 1991. Asecond
children's book from Klutz, tbe Zap Book, will be published in the summer of 1997.

Working with Chronicle Books, we have produced two beautiful, full-color books for adults-
Patterns in Nature and tbe Color of Nature. Each book contains photographs by William Neil
and text by Exploratorium staff members Pat Murphy and Paul Doherty. Athird project with
Chronicle, a children's science activity kit called Exploratorium: A Year of Discoveries, will be
published in May 1997.

In 1995, we established a long-term partnership with Henry Holt and Company, with an
agreement to produce seven books over the next few years. The first of these books, tbe Science
Explorer, a book of hands-on activities designed for families to do at home, was published in the
fall of 1996, and has gained national recognition. Asecond family book, TheScience Explorer Out
and About, will be available in the fall of 1997. With Henry Holt, we have also developed a series
of books-The Accidental Scientist-for adults who are curious about the world around them.
Like this magazine, each book in the series will focus on a specific topic. The first two volumes,
one on gardening and one on sports, will be published in the fall of 1997, to be followed by two
more books-on cooking and on weather-in the spring of 1998.

We are planning to develop more books for the general public-.children, families, and
adults-as well as books for the educational market. The first of these teacher-oriented texts will
involve multicultural science and math activities.

Our extensive publications program allows us to share the Exploratorium philosophy and the
hands-on science materials we have developed with a broad audience. This, in turn, not only
generates a significant amount of revenue for the museum, but also raises public awareness and
support for the Exploratorium and our mission. I hope that you will look for our books and share
them with the people in your life.

Goery Delacote
Executive Director

For more information about our publications, visit our Web site at http://www.exptoratorium.edu/

BE CAREFUL!The experiments in this publication were designed with safety and success in mind. But even the simplest activity or
the most common materials can be harmfut when mishandled or misused. Use common sense whenever you're exploring or
experimenting.

http://www.exptoratorium.edu/


Cycles in Time
by Mary K. Miller

What do oysters, pre-Columbian Mayans,
and modem times have in common?
They've all been profoundly affected

by cycles.

Try This!
Resonant Pendulum

Dancing Raisins
by Paul Doherty
and Linda Shore

Raisins that rhumba and pendulums
that resonate: discover how and why

these phenomena are important.

Working with Cycles
Interviews by Jen Kaufman

Commentary by Pearl Tesler
Which cycles do you need to know
about when you do what you do?

Weasked people in five different proftssions.

Cycles ... Secrets of Life
by Thomas Humphrey

Life itself relies on cycles. The world
is continually remaking itself.









(right) Late Chinese portable snndial.
(hackground image) A plane snndial of the Han
period incised in limestone.

./

levee break or deluge will strike. Other cycles- ---...
are regular, but repeat over very long time
periods. Ice ages come along about 'Onceevery Acarved bone from" ,100,000years; the MilkyWay,spins on its axis the Ice Age,collected in the
every 200 million years. Still'other cycles happen Dordogne Valleyin what is now France, may, .
in less than the blink of an eye: the quartz crystal prove to be among the first calendars developed
in your watch vibrates about ten billion times a by humans. The 20,000,year-old bone contains
second. Altho~gh these recurring events aren't hatches, made by one of our ancestors drawing a

11-" I"''' Ialways noticeable or predictable, they're cycles sharp tool across the surface, and holes, gouged
nonethlIess.l'" .......~. ' out by a pointed object. The hatches and holes

All living things, including numans, are are deliberately clustered in groups of fourteen....,
, 4" "'_...... I /profoundly affected by cycles, both internal and or fifteen, according to a controversial theory

> ,( ,,'. ,. , I
ext.~rnal.~ven th~ lowly oys!!:.rhas a sense of" by Alexander Marshak. Assuming each mark

,i III "'! ,'" '.............,........... ,timing that depends on cycles.When tFiey.are represents a day, Marshak interprets the group-
kept in t~laJ d;~!Yqessin a l~atory, Oy~rs ~s~.o 6e a lunar calen~ar.Jhe fifteen-day
.continue to open-their shells for feeding at interval corresponds to the interval between the
'regtilarilntervals:' they time thci;J~ni~he f~~g of the waxing crescentn(60~d
ebb and flow of lldes on the nearest coast" a'cycle th~J!.Jlp'earanceof the full moon, or ~n-
which is itself influenced by the moob varying full~ino~ nd the last$hting of the\Wn1i1k__
graJ!.tational pull on the oceans.-TheW-urrian crescen~he ability to predict the app~ceof
sleep-wake cycle is set to the risingand setting'of t.1iefuii:m~n. would offer an obviou~a'd.vihiage

. _ - .- /..7//.,4. &'....: ......-
the'Sun~a cycleour bodies attempt to maiiilain to'Ice'Agenumans, for that's when,extended ...

- - r .- "" /' .- /./.I'~r.1't/i, . ..rl\\"~:--.. ~ "'- ....
even after.flying halfway across the world. ligfit was a.vailable.f6IhU~ling a.nd for harves.t-__-' ~ ./'/.- //'I/I/fflll\ \\\,\\\\'\.,,, ......'~ome~nthropologists the.?rize that early ingnyts ap.dberrier \ \ \\ \ y\ '\\ " "'. "",-
Homo sap.f.ens, direct ancestors of mo.dern /' /;rhe'Ghi~~te'Jer~among the,first sophisti-·

h' , .," ./ ' / j I f I' I, I • 1 \" ''. \. , "-
humans, had an advantage 'over other hominid cated timekeepers anclccalendar makers, ana

. .'~,.. .. '" / '. / , I I , • J I I 11 ' It '. \ ,~. \ ,species (such as Neanderthals) because they... <ShInese;astronomerS'mademellculous observa-,
• .r '.I' >" I ' i If. " I i \ , "-

could pl:n)or ~nd exploit predictable cycl;s in" >" / Uonsff ~iglittirp~ celrstia! elv~n\sand cycles. In "
their food s4Pply.BylookIng at the bones and' ancient ChInese culture! the lunar month was '\.
debris in {rehist(Jht camps, scientists postul~te / (he firStcyclic calendar lieti~e. Months of 29 ana

V" .-'" , .' .jl.: •that our hunter-gatherer ancestors used their / / 30 day~Jalternated"in,groupsof 12 to make upa \.
knowledge of seasfnal e{ents to travel and set' ' 354-d~y,Year.To rec~~cile their calendar with \ '
up camps according"io{h~n certain foods I the solar year of 365 days, the earliest calendar
became available. When saiilfon were running in, maker; simply added m~nths when needed. Lat~r/':r.. ..' '" I •
the spring, they were there By the riyers to harvest calendars were based on the solar year. Chinese \

"''!1' I'"the spawning fish and dry them for future use. / astronomers tracked the celestial year with such \
I ~ ~..1 ... f' "T " - t 1 '

When great herds of mammoths migrated'across' I precision that they detected very slight variations
the plains in the fall, the human hu'fI'ters'il1te~ i lnits l~ngth, an observ~tion that wasn't recog- .,.

.. ~ ~~ I , •••~

cepted them to feast on the abundant meat and ~ ~zed~n Ellr.ope..~.~l~n~ds tye~s later'-".J ~
brIng the extra food back to theIr maIn camp. THep..re-ColumhlanMay'answere also'soPOIS-!'l .~ " f£ II'! <;/:l .. ,.
Anthropologists aren't sure how humans first ticated astronomers, mathe1l).aticians, and
developed their sense of time, but nature's cyclic calendar makers. Theyfsed interlocking calen-
events-sunrise and sunset, the appearance of dars, each of which was based on a different
the full moon, the first green buds of spring- cycle. The religious calendar repeated every 260
were most certainly the original markers of time. days, timed to the movement of the planet Venus
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and the human cycle of concepti~n.tdbirth.
Their 360-day,agricultural calenda1-svastimed to
the solar year, butfell short byJive days.'U~pse
days,~nown as "d;ag time,",.:vereou~(de the

:,-May~ns'mathematically organized calendar.
,.Theywe!!;,scary times when the pe~p~_believed
)hat their gods fiad abandoned them and all
:..man;e-r ofba~tlii.;gs could happen. .....1 I
~_ I!!..tl)e~.~sternworld,calendars wereprimarily I
-based on yearly celestial events rather-than
:monthly luhar events or mathematics... :~ - - ,_The GreekpQ.e~andfarmer He~iod,writing in
:700 B,C., anchored his seasonal farm and nature I
'~alend;r around predictable sky events~For I

~instance, he noted that the winter solstice was a
, time when it might snow,so people sh~uld keep
. their oxen indoors. When Orion rose fu July, it
'was time for the artichokes to flowef"andfor
people to sit in the shade. The autumn equinox
meant summer was over and itwas time to
harvest and press grapes for wine. ,

This idea of cyclic time 4S ~,progression
of orderly events that reJleat is the basis for all
calendars, both ancient and contemporary.
Although many oftlie repeating events in our
modern-day life, such as yearly tax-paying
time orthe1tJegin'fling ;nd end of the graveyard
work slil'ft,se:?mlike a departure from nature's

J ..cyclesI their origins are nevertheless tied to
the universal cycle of the earth's rotation

, and revolution. ~



1'* I"",cT':::
By ta'4ng advantage of resonance, you can

se two"$endulums to swing in identical cycles.

·scissors • 4 pennies ·2 paper clips • string (thin)

~ ••."Notice
Tape the .•pencils to the edge of a table, asshowriabove. Cut two strings of equal length (20--30
centimeterS'Workswell) and tie a paper clip to each end. Tiethe other end of each string to the end of a
pencil and adjust theknols so that you have two pendulums of equal length. Attach two pennies to each
pa~r,c1ipi Wi"lthe scissors, shorten the drinking straw to about 15 centimeters, cut small slits along the
SI !iJ •• h~s~aw,:anduse the straw segment to lin~ ti1etwo pendulums together (see above).

ull ne\PI.i~lUlU !l>wardyou a shortdistance>andletgo ..Noticethat after a few swings, the second
~1~wiU,begi?topsciUate, or swing back andforth,with the same frequency as the first pendulum.
Wft~~~g, thesecQnd pendulum will increase ilsamplitude, or the height of its swing. Eventually,

"lIidl1iJftlSWiHsWingjnUnison~thesecondpendululTl willswing in resonance with the first one.
fi ~ duIUl~!c()m.esto rest after transferring almost all of its energy to the second pendulum-but

esecond pendulum transfers energy back to the first one.

.. • g On?
Every, . Iilhas a natural vibration cycle that depends only on its length. The two pendulums in this
activi '. Ila: e the same natural frequency because you made their lengths equal. When you start the first
penflulth oscillating, it makes the attached drinking straw twist back and forth with the same

~G."1.~ach .. tl.·..me the first pendulum completes a swing cycle, t.he twisting straw gives the second
~ndultlJ;11 i!- tinyshove-like a parent pushing a child on a swing. Because the straw is pushing with

the same rhythm as the natural frequency of the. second pendulum, the weight swings progressively
higher and higher with each tiny push.
So What?
Iw~ stopped at a traffic light recently when a.loose door panel on my car began to rattle loudly. What
was~king itvibrate so ellergeticallyeven though the car was at a complete stop? Like swinging
WiiU!i~lapendulum,mydoor panel has a natural vibration frequency. The pistons, which were
01 Vln'g uPfiddown in my idling engine, matched the resonant frequency of my door panel. Metal
6 e. t~. Lneand the car door, like the.drin.king straw in the pendulum experiment, transmitted

. 1~.~~~ulls that eventually got the loosepanel to shake violently. Each tiny motion of the car
Jd~ethe loose door panel vibrate harder and harder-until finally the amplitude of the vibra-

€)nswerelarge enough to get my attention ..•~

Raisins in
soda water
sink and
then float
in a cycle.

Materials
• a glass filled with
soda water • raisins

To Do and Notice
Drop a couple of raisins into the glass of soda
water. Notice that they sink to the bottom of the
glass. Sugar-rich raisins are denser than water.
Keepwatching, however, and you'll notice that
bubbles grow on the raisins. When the bubbles
become large enough, they act like balloons and
lift the raisins to the surface. At the surface the
bubbles burst, and the raisins sink back to the
bottom to repeat the cycle.

What's Going On?
Soda water contains carbon dioxide, which is
dissolved under pressure. When you open a soda
bottle, the pressure's released. The CO2 comes out
of solution, creating the bubbles that make
carbonated beverages tingle in your mouth.
Raisins have little pockets of trapped gas in their
crinkled and creviced surfaces. These pockets of
gas gladly accept the carbon dioxide from the
soda water and grow to large bubble size. The
raisins, with their attached bubbles, become less
dense than the water and float upward.

So What?
In nature, carbon dioxide-charged water can
be deadly. In 1986, Lake Nyos in Cameroon
belched forth a cloud of carbon dioxide that
asphyxiated 1746 people. The lake is in a
volcanic crater. Carbon dioxide leaked from the
volcano, and a large amount of the gas was
trapped in the deep, cold water of the lake. Then,
a landslide splashed into the lake, and the result
was the same as shaking a bottle of soda water
before opening it. Carbon dioxide erupted from
the lake, covering the surrounding land with a
layer of CO2 tens 9f meters thick. People and
other creatures living near the lake found their
access to oxygen shut off. The lake is now being
recharged with carbon dioxide, getting ready to
repeat its deadly cycle. @)

Exploring Cycles



When she's not snrfing, Jennifer Fox is an
environmental engineer witb the EPA. She
carries ber surfboard several miles to the
beach ... on her bicycle. (That's engineering!)

It's summertime.

A grasshopper lolls in a

hammock, sipping a mint

julep. Meanwhile, an ant is

laboriously collecting food for

winter.

Cut to wintertime:

The grasshopper is shivering

and hungry in the spitting

snow. Meanwhile, down below

ground, the ant feasts on a

hearty meal of the summer's

gatherings, his numerous

heels up in front of

a roaring fire.

Youmay remember having
heard this fable when you were

growing up. Even as a child, you
could tell it was one of those stories with

a moral, and you instinctively got nervous. At
first glance, it seems like a story meant to preach
the necessity of drudging labor, an ode to the
work ethic. But really it's a story about timing,
about recognizing the natural cycles that exist
and working
with them. The
real moral:
Don't work
harder, work
smarter.

The truth
is, we can
either adapt to
cycles or suffer
them. By
paying atten-
tion to the
rhythms in our
lives, we can
anticipate
changes. And anticipation makes all the differ-
ence, not just on the stock market, but in all
kinds of situations, for all kinds of people. In the
following interviews, we've asked a surfer,
a toll booth officer, a farmer, a sleep researcher,
and a musician this question: "What cycles do
you need to know about to do what you do?"

" Different cycles affect surfing, including
the tide cycle. The shape of the beach is really
different at low tide than at high tide. At low tide,
there are nice, hollow waves at most beaches,
while at high tide, when there's more water, the
waves are really mushy and not as good. , ,

The ideal conditions for surfing occur
when large ocean swells move .from deep
water onto a steplike reef a short distance
from the shoreline. The sudden shelf
causes the waves to break into sets of
steep crescent-shaped or "hollow" waves.
Generally, the more extreme the change
in depth as the ocean waves approach
shore, the more extreme the waves.

, , Another cycle that really
affects surfing is weather. In San
Francisco, for example, we get big
storms and swells on the ocean in
the winter. So we are always going
surfing in the middle of winter,
which doesn't seem to make much
sense, but that's why we have wet
suits. In the summer we get a lot of
fog because it's really hot in the
Central Valley.And the wind comes
off the cold water and pulls in the
fog, which often makes an onshore
wind that just flattens the surf.

Waves come in cycles, too. When you're
sitting out there, you have to wait for the right
wave to get a good ride. And when you're out
there waiting, you're really in tune with what's
coming in. What's the cycle like? How many
waves are in a set? When all the different cycles
come together at once to make a really good
wave, there's nothing better. , ,

Exploring Cycles

-Jennifer Fox



" I come in at 2:00 and work the evening
shift from 2:00 to 10:00. The traffic is light then,
but it starts picking up around 3:30. From 3:30
to about 7:30 it's heavy.

The busiest times are the Fourth ofJuly and
Mother's Day.During the summer, the weekends
are really busy, too. Weget a lot of tourists who
carry large bills and we have to make change,
which slows the traffic. Also, tourists have no
idea where they're going and they think you
have a map. 'Do you have a map? Do you know
where this is? Do you know where that is?'
So you give them a lot of directions and it
slows down traffic.

The full moon brings out the beast in people.
They do a lot of zany things in the city, and
they're happiest and more playful then. On the
weekends, motorists aren't too grumpy because
they know it's time to play. , ,

Ask almost any police officer, teacher,
or bartender, and they'll corroborate
that people get a bit "loony" when
there's afull moon. Some people have
speculated that this may be an atavism
from the time before electric light,
when the light of the full moon would
have encouraged nocturnal exploits.
In recent years, a number of studies
have been conducted to test the "moon
madness" folklore. These studies have
tracked the incidence of91 I calls,
crisis hotline calls, mental hospital
admissions, and homicides and other
crimes in search of a lunar influence.
Sofar, they have failed to show any
connection between "lunacy" and
the full moon.

" Christmas is a good time. People like to
pay for the person behind them a lot. And they
like to give little gifts like pens and calendars and
things companies give out at that time of year. , ,

-Betty Asbury

, , Farmers are completely dependent on the
weather. What happens with weather directly
affects how, what, and when we farm-and how
successful we are at it. Weplant some crops every
year to feed our cows. And the schedule in which
we plant and harvest those crops depends
completely on the weather: when it rains and
when the rains stop, when the fields are dry
enough to harvest crops, when the cows go out to
pasture, when there's enough pasture for the cows
after the rains.

One of the things that's unique about dairy
farming is that milk is a constant-you can
have milk all year and you can time the calving
intervals of your cows so that the milk comes
in continuously. One of the reasons my father
started a dairy, as opposed to a crop farm,
was because the source of income is much
more steady. , ,

When a lactating cow gets pregnant
again, she temporarily stops producing
milk during the last month or two of her
pregnancy. The trick to minimizing the
impact of this temporary "dry spell" is
to stagger the cows' pregnancies.

, , There's certainly a pattern, or cycle, in
milk consumption. People tend to drink more
milk and eat more dairy products in the winter
and spring, then milk consumption drops off
in the summer when they drink fruit juice or
nondairy products. The cycle continues in the fall
when milk sales pick up again. That seems to be
an industry-wide trend. , ,

-Michael Straus
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Staying Alive .
Let's look at our own need for food. This will

send us to the heart of one of the most important
cycles for life. We derive energy from food
(energy-rich organic compounds) by oxidizing,
or "burning," it in a process called cellular
respiration. This process (which itself includes
cycles of chemical reactions) turns molecules
with loose chemical bonds into other molecules
with tight chemical bonds, liberating energy that
we use to do all sorts of things. Cellular respira-
tion requires food and oxygen as input and
produces water and carbon dioxide as waste
products. Turning food into waste could go on
only so long before we would be out of stuff to
eat. In order for us to stay alive, there needs to
be some way to turn this gaseous waste back
into food.

Photosynthesis completes the cycle. Plants
use light from the sun to rearrange molecules
of water and carbon dioxide into molecules of
oxygen and the sugar glucose (built from
carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen atoms), storing
energy in the bonds of the sugar.

~
CarbonDioxide+ Water+ Light_ Oxygen+Glucose

~
Glucose+ Oxygen_ CarbonDioxide+ Water+ Energy

The photosynthesis-respiration cycle is
absolutely essential for complex life, bul in order
for it to work there must be mechanisms that
shuffle the molecules back and forth between
plants and animals. Now let's examine this
shuffling in the cases of water, carbon dioxide,
and oxygen.

The \Vatel' Cvcle .
Plants generally do not regain water vapor

directly from animal breath in the air. The
majority of plants get water from the earth
through their roots, so the earth must be period-
ically soaked with rain. Rain is part of the water
cycle. In its simplest form, the water cycle

consists of water evaporating from oceans
as it receives energy from the sun, condensing
into clouds, being blown over land, and precipi-
tating onto land 10 work its way back to the
oceans. This water cycle is a necessary part of
the molecule shuffling needed for the
photosynthesis-respiration cycle.

The Carbon Cvcle .
Carbon dioxide is a waste product of cellular

respiration. In an ideal cycle, this airborne gas
would all go back to the plants to be taken in
through their leaves.

Some carbon, however, is diverted from the
cycle. Livingthings must retain some carbon to
build the molecules that make up their bodies.
This carbon, however, is ultimately restored to
the atmosphere (and to the photosynthesis-respi-
ration cycle) when plants and animals die and
decay-and when we burn fossil fuels.

Carbon is also taken out of circulation, in
highly significant amounts, through a process
involving the ocean. Rather than hanging out in
the atmosphere for the possible benefit of plants,
some carbon dioxide penetrates the ocean
surface. Once in the ocean, the carbon dioxide
dissolves, and the carbon combines with calcium
to become sediment and ultimately rock
(calcium carbonate). But, as we'll see, even this
rock-bound carbon is not permanently out of the
loop.

The outer, rigid layer of the earth is made up
of about half a dozen large plates and a number
of smaller ones-like the pieces of a jigsaw
puzzle. Convection currents in the mantle

Exploring Cycles



beneath the plates cause the plates to move.
When a thin ocean plate collides with a thicker
continental plate, the thinner plate is pushed
under the thicker plate at what is called a
subduction zone. The thin oceanic plate-
containing the calcium carbonate-ends up
deep in the earth's interior. There it is heated
at extreme temperatures, causing volcanic
eruptions that spew carbon dioxide into the
atmosphere where the carbon dioxide may
be acquired by plants and used once again in
photosynthesis.

Bycomparison, Mars has no plate movement
and therefore has no cycle to heat calcium
carbonate rock and restore atmospheric carbon
dioxide. The lack of this cycle is in part respon-
sible for the small amount of carbon dioxide in
the Martian atmosphere (relative to the earth),
and this paucity of greenhouse gas in the
Martian atmosphere has consequences for life.
Without this greenhouse gas to keep in heat,
Mars has become very cold, so cold that liquid
water does not exist on its surface. Liquid water
is just about the only potential source for
oxygen, since very little gas of any kind escapes
from the interior of Mars into its atmosphere. So
Mars has a meager amount of carbon dioxide,

Exploring Cycles

only a trace of oxygen, and virtually no liquid
water. Any evidence for life on Mars is most
likely to be evidence for an extinct, singled-cell
form like those that existed on earth before
photosynthesis.

The Oxygen Cycle .
It is currently believed that the majority of

oxygen in our atmosphere was created by photo-
synthesis in cyanobacteria (blue-green algae)
billions of years ago. Around two-thirds of the
atmospheric oxygen shuffles back and forth in a
closed loop of photosynthesis and respiration.
This cycle is much more stable than the water
cycle or the carbon dioxide cycle. There are
great fluctuations in the water cycle, evidenced
by droughts and floods, and there is some
concern about instability in the carbon dioxide
cycle, which could lead to global warming. The
oxygen cycle is so stable, however, that even if all
known fossil fuels were burned (consuming
oxygen), the m;ygen concentration would change
by only about one percent.

Light Encl·gy .
Another essential ingredient of photosyn-

thesis is light, and the necessity for light
provides us with one of the cycles we notice the
most-the year. Here's how it works. In order

to have visible light, we need a star with a
surface temperature about 6000 K (1O,OOO°F).
We cannot live on the star because we would be
cooked, so we must be some distance away.
We could not just sit stationary because gravity
would pull us into the star. Cooked again.
The only way to stay a relatively constant
distance from the life-giving star is to revolve
around it. Voila!... the year. The fact that we
exist with our brand of light-activated chemistry
is enough to ensure that we have this important
time-marking cycle.

Passing the Cuts .
In looking for life elsewhere, the "first cut" is

light. If there is no light, there is no external
energy to prevent everything from decaying.

The "second cut" would have to be the
presence of certain critical molecules that are
transferred in cyclical processes. All the inner
planets in our solar system sort of pass the
first test, but except for earth, they are pretty
weak on the second one. Mercury, for example,
has no atmosphere at all, which precludes
gaseous cycles.

On earth, in addition to water, carbon, and
m."ygen,there are many other molecules such as
nitrogen and sulfur that also cycle through our
planet's ecosystems. The earth is full of cycles,
and these cycles are one of the secrets of life. @l
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• Exploring Food
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Price: $5.00 each (shipping: $2.00 for first
copy; add 50¢ for each additional copy.)
To place an order or for more infonnation,
please call
• 415/561-0393
• Fax: 415/561-0307
Mail your order to:
Exploratorium Mail Order Department
3601 LyonStreet, San Francisco, CA94123
Purchase orders are welcome.
For international or express delivery
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Related Reading

Cycles of Life: Civilization and the Biosphere by
Vaclav Smil. New York: Scientific American
Library, 1997. Smil explores the insight
that, through their participation in bio-
geochemical cycles, living organisms act
as tremendously important agents of
change in their environment.

Life Cycles, Reflections of an Evolutionary
Biologist byJohn Tyler Bonner. NewJersey:
Princeton University Press, 1993. With clarity
and a good sense of humor, Bonner explains
his belief that living things are life cycles, and
that it is not just the adult but the life cycle
th at evoIves.

The Timing of Biological Clocks by Arthur T.
Winfree. New York: Scientific American
Library, 1987. Winfree illustrates the principles
that guide the resetting of biological clocks,
and reveals that each of these clocks has a
vulnerable phase when a cueing
stimulus can result in an abnormal, unpre-
dictable resetting.

Empires of Time: Calendars, Clocks, and
Cultures by Anthony F. Aveni. New York: Basic
Books, 1989. This thoughtful book begins by
examining the cycles in everyday life, then
shows how diverse cultures used natural cycles
to help develop calendars and other time-
keeping devices.
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Next Issue

They're by far the most numerous organisms
on earth, yet we can't even see them without
mechanical assistance. In our next issue,
we'll take a close look at microbes: what
they are, how our bodies provide habitats for
them, how we get them to do our dirty work,
how we use them to maktl. food ... aud morel
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